C A T 171253Z MAY 74 STAFF

CITE ANKARA

TO: TEHRAN INFO ISTANBUL, DIRECTOR.

RYBAT ADMIN SECUR

REF: TEHRAN

1. ITINERARY SENT VIA REF DOES NOT AGREE WITH LATEST TURK AIR (THY) SCHEDULES. LISTED BELOW ARE SUGGESTED CHANGES WHICH WILL CONFORM TO GENERAL OUTLINE OF PROPOSED TRIP. DUE TO HEAVY TRAVEL BETWEEN ANTALYA AND ISTANBUL SUGGEST EVERY EFFORT BE MADE TO CONFIRM RESERVATIONS, BOTH TEHRAN AND ISTANBUL.

2. 24 MAY LEAVE ISTANBUL THY 808 (VICE 802) 2030
   ARRIVE ANTALYA 2130.

3. PORTION OF TRIP FROM ANTALYA TO TEHRAN AS SHOWN IS NOT POSSIBLE VIA ANKARA. SUGGEST INSTEAD:

   30 MAY LEAVE ANTALYA THY 801
   ARRIVE ISTANBUL 0830
   LEAVE ISTANBUL PA 110 1435
   ARRIVE TEHRAN 1905.

4. IRANIAN AIR HAS A LATER FLIGHT FROM ISTANBUL DIRECT TO TEHRAN WHICH WOULD ALLOW FOR A LATER DEPARTURE FROM ANTALYA IF DESIRED. E2, IMPDET.
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